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Another world is possible
“INSURGENT CITY: geographies of another Florence”

Which visible outcomes?

A book in Italian, 2 chapters in other books (The Contested Metropolis and Cittadinanza Attiva), a special issue of the alterglobalist magazine “CARTA” that was distributed during the European Social Forum in Florence, autumn 2002.

Similar researches started in Rome and Milan, one year later, mapping urban conflicts and insurgent practices...
Florence, a Disneyland of Renaissance, a double-faced, frigid city made sterile and dull by a fossilized cultural environment, where the exploitation of the ancient culture and the crisis of the contemporary one leave no place for courage to experiment...

Starting with a vision of the city, adapting to Florence the Thomas Bernhard’s invective on Salzburg:

“Anyone who is familiar with the city knows it to be a cemetery of fantasy and desire, beautiful on the surface but horrifying underneath. Whoever goes there to learn and to study [...] soon discovers that this city, renowned the world over for beauty and edification [...] is in truth nothing but a chill museum of death, a perverse beauty machine, a squalid device for making money and yet more money out of the exploitation of beauty...”
WHICH STARTING HYPOTHESES? That an insurgent city exists

STREET CONTESTATIONS

Protests, demonstrations, parades and strikes organised in Florence by foreign workers and citizens (Somali, Senegalese, Roma...) in the last 2 years

Eggs against the painture behind the screen during the visit of the Iranian President Khatami
WHAT IS INSURGENT?

WHAT IS INSURGENT FOR US?


JOHN FRIEDMAN (1999) LINKS THESE ACTIVITIES TO THE DYNAMICS OF EXPANDING CITIZENSHIP, TO A PROGRESSIVE WIDENING OF DEMOCRATIC SPACES.
AN HISTORIC THICKNESS....

IT RESCUES GEDDES/MUMFORD (1959) OLDER RESONANCES, CONSIDERING “INSURGENCE” BOTH INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE PRACTICES, THAT ARE BIOLOGICAL AND EXISTENTIAL, BEFORE BEING POLITICAL.

THE BASIC EXERCISE OF THE RIGHT TO LIVE AND THE RIGHT TO THE CITY ON THE PART OF ITS POOREST AND MORE DEPRIVED INHABITANTS

INSURGENT LIVING PRACTICES

We believe that many small actions repeated can have greater effect on urban space than a single large organized initiative to hide, to dissimulate, not cooperate, to disobey, to feign ignorance...there are 1000 manners to oppose the threatening profile of the gated city, that discriminates and push to the edge with its paranoid, security-obsessed visio opposing the very substance of the idea of city.

...“Potentially the list of acts of resistance is endless — everything from sit-ins to outing [...] from pink air to pink triangles, from loud music to loud T-shirts [...] — and the reason for this seems to be that definitions of resistance have become bound up with the ways that people are understood to have capacities to change things, through giving their own (resistant) meanings to things....” (S. Pile & M. Keith, eds. “GEOGRAPHIES OF RESISTANCE”, Routledge, 1997)
BUILDING AN ATLAS OF FLORENCE’S NEW SOCIAL MORPHOLOGY.

- NOT FIXING THE “TERRA COGNITA”, THE UNITY AND STABILITY OF AN UNEQUIVOCAL POINT OF VIEW, IN A LINEAR CORRESPONDANCE BETWEEN THE LANGUAGE OF GRAPHIC SYMBOLS AND THE UNIVERSE OF ‘REAL’ PHENOMENA.


- ANALYSING THE MICRO-HISTORIES OF INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS, RECONSTRUCTING A WEB, A NEW GRID OF LIFE, SOMETIME INDIFFERENT TO THE TRADITIONAL WORLD OF POLITICAL STRUGGLE AND IDEOLOGIES.

- UNPOLITICAL PRACTICES TO SOME DEGREE, AND — PERHAPS BECAUSE OF THAT, THE ONLY POLITICALLY EFFECTIVE ONES... (G. Paba, 2004)
THE MATERIALS TO BE REPRESENTED WERE MADE UP BY AN INTERWEAVE OF HUMAN INTRA-SUBJECTIVE RELATIONS, CONFLICTING WITH THE ORGANIZATIONAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF THE CITY.

The ‘trident’ of protest

WHICH REPRESENTATION?

THE DISORDER IS THE SIMPLY RESULT OF OUR IMITS TO INTERPRETATE THE RESEARCH’S OUTPUTS, OR DOES IT REPRESENT THE SPACE AND THE PERSPECTIVE WE TRIED TO INVESTIGATE?
WHICH PHENOMENA DID WE ANALYSE??????

INSURGENT LIVING PRACTICES:
- 700 protest marches and sit-ins, in the public spaces ('95-2005)
- The border territory of the city (discomfort and adaptability in a wild zone of oblique spaces placed on the edge, where continuing life is still a goal)
- The MIGRANT practices: smellscape and colourscape, ethnic communities & solidarity networks that are MERGING TRADITIONS
- Squatted spaces and self-managed social centres
- Wall-graffiters and anti-publicity graffiters disturbing advertising
- The geographies of street-workers
- The transgressive spaces of nightlife
- The hypersensitive geography of queers
THE 2 LAST ISSUES WERE STRICTLY INTERLINKED. AND THEY WERE THE ONLY ONES WHICH WE COULD NOT REPRESENT THROUGH MAPS, BECAUSE OF THEIR HIPER-SENSITIVITY TO THE DANGERS OF ANY CODIFICATION PRACTICE
WHICH FLORENCE EMERGES FROM ITS INSURGENT PANORAMA?

A CITY FOR “PASSERS-BY”, AFRAID OF BEING ASSAULTED BY ANY FOREIGN/STRANGER FORCE. A CITY THAT PROTECTS ITS RENASSAINTIST PREVALENCE AND ITS CULINARY PURITY, AND CONSEQUENTLY PUTS A CAUTIOUS DISTANCE BETWEEN ITSELF (ITS IMAGE) AND THE DIFFERENCES THAT IMPINGE ON IT.

“In some ways each of us (foreigners) is transgressive. Perhaps because we are coloured in a city made up of grey and brown stone, or because we stay on in the city while the foreigners are assumed to be simply passing through here. Their passing is so rapid that not even public toilets have been provided” (A not-EU guest resident, 38 years old)
“Everyone uses the term ‘migrants’, overemphasising the idea of passage, [...] we foreigners are given the right to pass through but not to stay. Work is available, flexible work, for people who fit in. But there is no housing. Because houses mean staying on. It would be easier to have all tourist or American students, as there are in Florence: they come, they spend money, they leave, and not even shop-keepers have to be nice with them” (An albanian resident, 37 years old)
SO, TRYING TO ENROOT THEMSELVES IN THE URBAN SPACE IS A TRANSGRESSION AGAINST THE “GENIUS LOCI” OF A CITY OF PASSERS-BY, HISTORICALLY FAMOUS FOR THE TRENDY-FASHION DESIGN EVENTS, and FOR ITS “EFFIMEROUS” ARCHITECTURES FOR PARTIES AND INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS. THE PHYSICAL MANIFESTATIONS OF DIVERSITY ARE REALLY TRANSGRESSIVE REGARD THE CITY SPACES THEY OCCUPY, just when they seek for staying...

“Your city is a little like Benozzo Gozzoli’s Chapel of the Magi: it represents an inter-religious council, but the faces of the guests who arrive from far away are those of the Medici family. Already then, perhaps, guest were more welcome when they took on the faces and customs of the Florentines . . .” (An african resident, 46 years old)
NIGHT GEOGRAPHIES ARE TWICE TRANSGRESSIVE:

1) FOR THEY HOUSE ACTIVITIES TRADITIONALLY INDICATED AS "TRANSGRESSIVE", THAT ARE LEGALLY OUT-OF-BOUNDS, OR AT ANY RATE GO BEYOND WHAT CURRENT MORAL CODES ACCEPT AS "NORMAL" IN SPACES OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

2) THEY INTEFERE WITH THE SYSTEM OF EMPTY URBAN SPACES THROUGH INFORMAL PROCESSES OF APPROPRIATION AND PRIVATISATION WICH "MARK" THE TERRITORY AD CREATES "ZONES OF INFLUENCE" SUPERIMPOSED ON THE TRADITIONAL USE OF OPEN SPACES (allontments, lots)

THIS STRONG “TERRITORIALISATION” SOMETIMES FOLLOWS THE CONTIGUITY OF THE NATIVE COUNTRIES OF THE WORKERS (as for prostitutes, or strong_drugs pushers) OR OF THEIR PROTECTORS...EVEN IF MALE PROSTITUTION, TRANSEX, TRAVESTIS AND LIGHT-DRUG PUSHER HAVE HIGHER DEGREES OF ‘FLEXIBILITY’ (they say ‘FREEDOM’) TO MOVE AROUND......
HOW DO QUEER GEOGRAPHIES INSERT THEMSELVES IN THIS PANORAMA?
THE OFFICIAL IMAGE

FLORENCE IS AN OPEN/COSMOPOLITAN CITY
FLORENCE HAVE NOT OFFICIALLY A ‘GAY NEIGHBOURHOOD’
BUT ACTUALLY CAN SHOW A COMMERCIAL CONCENTRATION OF
GAY-FRIENDLY SPACES (near Santa Croce Church)

SELF-MADE MAPS AND GUIDES ARE MAINLY ‘COMMERCIAL’
INDICATING THE SAFE MEETING PLACES, WITHIN A
CONSUMERIST- REGARD... THEY DON’T REPRESENT AREAS, BUT A
NETWORK OF SPOTS, A VIRTUAL WEB DONE OF ‘KNOTS’...

OFFICIALLY THERE ARE TWO MAIN LGBT-ASSOCIATIONS AREAS,
ONE PROVIDING ‘SERVICES’ (CONSULTANCIES, AIDS-HELP, once
a magazine/fanzine), THE OTHER ENGAGED IN POLITICAL
BATTLES FOR VISIBILITY AND THE RIGHT TO THE SPACE
THE REALITY

IN FLORENCE, QUEER GEOGRAPHIES ARE CHARACTERISED BY “PERSONALISED EXPLOITATION” (RATHER THAN COLLECTIVE) OF THE TERRITORY — FREER AND MORE VARIEGATED FOR GAY MALES, MORE SECLUDED AND STABLE FOR LESBIAN GROUPS.

THE PROCEDURES DETERMINING HOW LGBT-PLACES ARE FREQUENTED TEND TO EXPAND BEYOND THE ‘ANCHORS’ CREATING FLUID/FLEXIBLE GEOGRAPHIES OPEN TO SUDDEN CHANGE, IMAGINING “COMPENSATION/ALTERNATIVE SPACES” (A BUFFER AT WALKING DISTANCE AROUND THE ‘KNOTS’) THAT COULD BE USED IF THE TRADITIONAL ONES BECOME DANGEROUS OR INACCESSIBLE.
IN FLORENCE, THE NETWORK OF QUEER SPACES CORRESPONDS TO A MICRO COSM OF DIFFERENCES THAT ARE NOT OPERATING AT THE MOST “VISIBLE” LEVEL, WHICH PROVIDE SERVICES AND ENGAGE IN POLITICAL ACTIVITIES. BUT THERE ARE VARIOUS GEOGRAPHIES OF NO-COMMUNICATING HOMOSEXUAL AGGREGATIONS: PARALLEL AND AUTONOMOUS WORLDS (ie. THE HIDDEN NIGHTSCAPES OF CRUISING, FOR IMMIGRANTS AND NOMADS) THAT TEND TO COME TOGETHER ALMOST BY CHANCE IN THE CRUISING SPACE OR IN HIGHLY IMPORTANT SOCIAL HAPPENINGS.

AND IS ON THESE ‘PARTY-CROSSING PLACES’ THAT THE MOST POLITICISED LGBT MOVEMENT IS WORKING, WITH THE AIM TO CREATE A ‘COMMUNITY’....
THE GEOGRAPHIES OF QUEER ENCOUNTERS IN FLORENCE DO NOT DESIGN A ‘DOUBLE TRANSGRESSION’ BECAUSE THEY DO NOT TEND TO TAKE POSSESSION OF UNUSED BORDERLINE TERRITORIES.

BUT SOME DEGREE OF INSURGENCY THERE STILL EXIST

BECAUSE THEY REPRESENT A NETWORK OF MOVING BODIES CREATING PLURAL RELATIONSHIPs IN THE URBAN SPACE
The insurgent trend, on the political side:

BECAUSE THERE IS A GROWING LINK WITH OTHER ‘WEBS OF RELATIONSHIPS’ - IN THE LAST 5 YEARS (since the European Social Forum 2002) THERE IS A STRONG LINK BETWEEN LGBT ASSOCIATIONS, SOME IMMIGRANTs COMMUNITIES AND ALTERMONDIALIST MOVEMENTS (inside a coordination Committee for protests and public events) WHICH SUPPORT EACH-OTHER IN CULTURAL BATTLES OR IN THE RELATIONSHIP WITH THE INSTITUTIONS (few no-discrimination policies still around...).

BECAUSE — copying from the immigrants communities and the street-sellers informal union — THE RESOURCE OF PROTESTING IN MANY LANGUAGES IS A WAY TO “INVOLVE THE PASSERS-BY” IN THE LIFE OF THE CITY, SO IT OPERATES TO DE-CONSTRUCT THE TRADITIONAL POSTCARD-IMAGE OF FLORENCE...
The insurgent trend, on the daily living of the urban space

- Because their use of the city space succeeds in retrieving the memory of the historically-consolidated (and recently lost) significance of various of the city’s public spaces, restoring historical depth to their tolerant attitude (see the Fondazione Michelucci and Isolotto Community for the ESF 2002).

- Because they expand their initiatives using the “trendy mainstream” to ‘conquer’ (for sudden events) spaces generally frequented by heterosexuals.

- With an ironic approach to “hetero-compatibility”, queer groups often select the improvised activities targeting their consumers’ spending-power.

- They introduce new terms/indicators in the evaluation of urban-facilities such as relaxation, spontaneity of use, hospitality, thus taking profit of the extreme sensitivity, vulnerability and instability of their geographies (structured on the basis of the hypersensitive perception of a “geography of glances”) to blackmail marketing activities targeting LGBT consumers.
Which contribution to the general debate?

From THIS PERSPECTIVE we could say that there is an overlapping between INSURGENT and RADICAL PLANNING domains, as the first is a pre-condition of the second, AND CONTRIBUTES TO THE “POLITICS OF HOPE” (Sandercock, 1999).

INSURGENCY is done of LIVING practices that need to be RECOGNISED to make planning and policies effective and site-specific, because they contribute to create the “meaning” of the urban space and to make the “genius loci” evolve....Its virtue is challenging existing relationship of power, in some form. Thus it contributes to the renovation of PLANNING, and to underline a new humble role for PLANNERS...
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